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We want to reward clients by giving them the option to lock in the best platform charge 
when their assets are at their highest. This means the SIPP % platform charge they pay never 
goes up. The price your client locks at is based on pension and non-pension platform eligible 
assets, including any assets held within a family linking arrangement. For the definition of 
platform eligible assets please see ‘Your Guide to Wrap Charges and Discounts’.

Our new standard pricing structure is:

Based on our standard terms the second tier starts when 
assets reach £250,000, we would not lock a plan with less 
than £250,000 PEAs as they will always pay 0.35%. Please 
note the tiers for your client may differ from those above; 
please check the value of the plan against the starting 
value of the second tier under the pricing structure that 
applies for your client before asking to lock.

To get the most out of the Drawdown Price Lock, your 
client’s total platform eligible assets should be at their 
maximum on the platform prior to the lock being applied. 
For this reason we have changed the way multiple new 
business transfers are applied when the Drawdown Lock  
is selected. 

What’s changing for New Business?
The change in our process only applies if you are 
requesting more than one transfer.

We will request all transfers as normal, however once 
monies have been applied we will hold the following 
actions until we have received all further transfers 
submitted on that wizard:
 . Investing into funds, in case of market downturn
 . Paying tax free cash, to maintain fund value
 . Paying income, to maintain fund value
 . Paying initial adviser charges, to maintain fund value.

This will ensure the original value of benefits is preserved  
and ensure your client locks in at the lowest possible 
platform charge.

Once the final transfer is received we will lock the price  
and then release the tax free cash, income, initial adviser 
charge and batches to purchase units. 

If you would prefer to invest funds earlier please select 
100% cash on the wizard and submit a purchase on  
the platform when the benefits have been applied.

Can I change my mind?
Yes, if you would prefer investments to be purchased 
and tax free cash / income / adviser charges to be paid 
please call us on 0345 279 1001 (and select the option for 
Drawdown) to confirm. We will process transfers as normal 
and the price lock will not be applied at the new business 
stage. This can however be requested in the future but will 
be based on the assets at the date of the new request.

You can remove the lock at any time and have flexibility  
to relock once every 12 months should you wish to.

Platform Eligible Assets (PEA) Platform charge
All products

£0 to £249,999.99 0.35%

£250,000 to £749,999.99 0.25%

£750,000 to £999,999.99 0.15%

£1m plus 0.10%

For adviser use only.

https://www.abrdn.com/library/wrap-charges-and-discounts---guide.pdf
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Is the Price Lock right for my clients?

Client decision tree: Pre-drawdown
This decision tree lets you see at-a-glance when clients may benefit from the Drawdown Price Lock if they haven’t 
already entered drawdown. It is for illustration purposes only as every client’s circumstances are different.
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